Tasmania - a leader in Australia’s
renewable energy future

Comple

ted
0 - 3Y
ears

Benefits for all Tasmanians
• Guarantee of supply of energy
• Fair price for energy
• Choice of energy source
• Cleaner environment

3 - 5Y
ears

5 - 10 Y
ears

• Economic benefits
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A vision for Digital Infrastructure
The change from analogue to digital
technologies will be as significant to
Tasmania as the changes which hydroelectricity brought to the State a century
ago.

The applications for digital infrastructures
and the benefits they promise Tasmania are
many, including:
• Tele-psychiatry
• Connected classrooms

With smart grids, our power, water and
transport utilities can be more efficient and
more flexible. They will be able to respond
to population movements, to conserve
scarce resources, and to introduce carbon
neutral technology.

• Remote radiography

With system-wide, integrated digital
information systems, our hospitals, doctors
and allied health workers, our schools and
emergency services, will have better and
more timely access to information about
patients, students, and hazards.

• Doctors and teachers in regional areas
with full access to the systems, data,
and knowledge which is located in the
major regional centres

With digital delivery technologies and
ubiquitous fixed and mobile broadband,
schools, hospitals and others can provide
services remotely, across regional Tasmania,
and into homes and businesses.
With digital monitoring and control
systems, our farmers, manufacturers and
other industries can be more efficient,
more innovative, and more environmentally
sustainable.

• Online learning
• Online transactions with government
• Reduced unnecessary travel through
teleconferencing and teleworking

• Remote control of farm equipment,
gates, water and power infrastructure

We also need greater investment in
mobile and wireless infrastructure, in
applications, in smart grids and other
system-wide digital technologies. We need
to continue to increase competition in our
telecommunications markets, especially in
relation to connectivity across Bass Strait.
Most of all, to create value from this digital
infrastructure and to make it viable, we need
high digital literacy and participation across
community, business and government.
By 2024, digital infrastructure should
underpin our industries, services, and
community life.
This is the change which this Digital
Infrastructure Strategy is intended to
promote.

• On-line monitoring of health, safety,
weather conditions
• Online access to Tasmanian art and
culture
By 2014, Tasmania will have the best fixed
consumer broadband in the world, as a
result of the partnership between the State
and Australian Governments to roll out
optic fibre to 200,000 Tasmanian premises.
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A vision for Digital Infrastructure

Characteristics

Key Reforms

Vision Characteristics

• Less fixed and mobile digital infrastructure
than other states.

• Build digital literacy and participation.

• Digital infrastructure corridors established
with power, transport, water infrastructures.

• Low rate of system-wide public and private
sector use, including health and education.
• Emerging digital infrastructure.
• Digital infrastructure development not
facilitated through linear infrastructure
development (power, transport, water).

• Develop and implement five year vision for
use of digital infrastructure.
• Establish digital technology demonstration
sites.
• Create industry and community partnerships
for new digital infrastructure.
• Develop standard or model planning
approaches for digital infrastructure.
• Support National Broadband Network
initiatives.
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• System-wide digital infrastructure underpins
health, education, hazard management and
other services.
• High digital literacy and participation across
community, business and Government makes
digital infrastructure viable.
• National Broadband Network in Tasmania
includes fibre connectors to 90% of homes,
businesses and schools, and high speed
satellite to all other locations.

Connecting people with services,
people with systems and people with people.

Comple

ted
0 - 3Y
ears
3 - 5Y
ears

Benefits for all Tasmanians
• World best fixed consumer broadband

• More equitable access to community services

• Social and economic growth outside

• More smart jobs

regional centres
• Better health and education across the State

• Efficient and effective services and utilities

5 - 10 Y
ears

• Less unnecessary travel
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A vision for Planning
Land use planning identifies where different
uses are located – houses, shopping centres,
industrial areas. The aim of land use planning
is to create liveable, accessible and wellconnected communities, and to support the
development and growth of industry and
business.
Different land uses generate different
demands on our infrastructure systems,
and in this way decisions about where
development is located strongly influence
future demand for infrastructure. It is a
key component in managing infrastructure
supply and demand.
By better integrating land use and
infrastructure planning, we can ensure that
new development makes use of undercapacity in existing infrastructure, rather
than creating demand for new infrastructure
in un-serviced areas. Many infrastructurerelated issues can be avoided by locating
new development in locations that fit
the function and capacity of the existing
infrastructure system.

The Tasmanian Infrastructure Strategy links
to the Regional Planning Initiatives currently
underway in Tasmania’s three major regions:
the North, Northwest and South. They will
provide region-wide planning frameworks
for each of these three regions, including
settlement and infrastructure investment
strategies.
Linking settlement and infrastructure
investment strategies will allow land use to
better integrate with infrastructure planning,
to ensure that Tasmania’s commercial,
industrial and residential areas make better
use of existing infrastructure, and reduce
demand for new, expanded and expensive
infrastructure. Better integration of land
use and infrastructure planning will help
Tasmania to make the right decisions that
benefit current and future generations of
Tasmanians.

A vision for Planning

Characteristics

Key Reforms

Vision Characteristics

• Planning can be reactive, ad-hoc and
unconnected.

• Institutional Reform

• Co-ordination of land use planning and
infrastructure planning.

• Development Application driven and focused.

• Consistent, clear hierarchy of planning
documents

• Limited effective references to provide
direction to decision makers.

- Tas Planning Commission established,

- State policies.

• Short term focus.

- Planning directives.

• Planning documents, e.g. Planning Schemes,
need updating.

- Regional Land Use Strategies
(settlement) Planning Schemes.

• Need to link with infrastructure in place or
planned.

- Master Plans.

• Need for statewide consistency.

- Development Applications.

• Complex.

• Regional planning initiatives with local
government.

• Lack of regional/statewide focus.

• Common provisions in Planning Schemes.
• State of region reporting.
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• Long term focus (30 years).
• Provide for strategies for settlements
and sustainable communities.
• Market led planning - focus on
enabling development.
• Statewide consistency.
• Simple system, streamlined
assessment processes.
• Simplified planning system for
provision of infrastructure.

To enable sustainable development

Comple

ted

Benefits for all Tasmanians

Year 1

• Right infrastucture in the right place

• More reliable infrastructure services

• Improved water, digital, transport and

• Easier process for development

energy services

approvals for infrastructure

Years 1
-

3

• Fair price for infrastructure services
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